
100 GLOSS WHITE PVC / GREY PERM PSA /100GLOSS WHITE PVC/ CLEAR PERM 

PSA /135gsm PE KRAFT LINER 

General 

SAV230 is a smooth glossy white PVC laminated with a permanent, low shrinkage, grey acrylic 

adhesive.  The PVC is suitable for printing by Latex, UV,Solvent and Eco-Solvent based inks.  The 

glossy finish gives excellent print finish with vibrant colours.  The middle block out layer gives 

this product a good level of opacity.   Mainly for use on windows applications, however can be 

used on walls.   The high opacity ensures that the print will not be visible from the other side of 

glass window.   This product can be used with a transparent window film on the reverse side to 

create double-sided window graphics.    The PE coated release ensures product stability against 

moisture. 

TYPICAL AVAILABLE WIDTHS: 1370mm; 1520mm  

Product Features and Performance Data. 

Component  Description  Details   Gauge    Tolerance 

  (Microns)  

 A  Glossy White PVC.  Smooth, Monomeric Plastisized  100  +/- 10 

 B   Permanent      Exhibiting good Tack and   35  +/- 2 

 BLOCKOUT Adhesive.  Peel Adhesion. 

 C  Glossy White PVC Smooth, Monomeric Plastisized  100  +/- 10 

 D  Clear Permanent   Exhibiting good Tack   and    35  +/- 2 

  Adhesive.      Peel Adhesion.  

 E  White, Kraft, Clay  135 gsm, standard release,   145  +/- 10 

 Coated release liner.  Siliconised one side. 

 APPLICATION TEMP: +10ºC   –   +40ºC  SERVICE TEMP:   -20ºC    - +70ºC  SHELF LIFE: 1 YEAR 

STORAGE: Effort must be made to keep this product free from moisture and excessive exposure to ultra 

violet radiation before use. 

The data above does not constitute a guaranteed specification and is given in good faith. End users of this 

product are urged to test the product and the substrates concerned, in the specific application and 

exposure conditions in which the product will be utilised.  
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